Schwab can help you jump-start your career

Thinking about a career with an independent Registered Investment Advisory (RIA) firm? Schwab’s unique RIA Summer Internship Program can help you understand how RIA firms work and see new opportunities for your future.

RIAs have a unique place in the financial services industry: Many RIA firms are owned and operated by the individual advisors who run them. They believe their independence is instrumental to offering advice based on their clients’ best interests.

Is this internship a good fit for you?

Ideal candidates will have:

- Completed three years of college-level education toward a related BA or BS degree
- Studies focused on CFP® certification/financial planning, finance or economics
- Anticipated graduation date between December 2018 and December 2019
- Interest in RIA and/or financial services operations
- Knowledge of financial products and services, combined with extracurricular activities geared toward a career in the financial services industry

Learn more and apply now for the 2018 RIA Summer Internship Program at advisorservices.schwab.com/schwabriainternship. Applications are due November 1, 2017.

How your eight weeks will be spent

As an intern, you will learn how RIAs serve their clients. Through a series of rotations, you will:

- Gain practical experience in trading support, client service, portfolio construction, and financial planning
- Develop an understanding of the processes and procedures Schwab employs to support RIAs
- Develop and practice your presentation and public-speaking skills in a professional setting
- Interact with advisors at Schwab client events and build relationships
- Spend time in an RIA office to learn how advisors manage their businesses
- Join an exclusive alumni group with unique networking access to RIA firms

This internship is a paid position lasting eight weeks.

Questions?
Contact RIInternProgram@schwab.com

"Schwab’s RIA Intern Program set me up for success and because of it, I received multiple job offers. It was a great stepping stone towards my new career as an RIA."

~ Andrew Crim, Intern Alumni
Economics major, Texas A&M University, now employed at an RIA firm